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Purpose: Pathological complete response (pCR) is the goal of neoadjuvant chemotherapy 
(NAC) for the HER2-positive and triple-negative subtypes of breast cancer and is related to 
survival benefit; however, luminal breast cancer is not sensitive to NAC, and the size of 
tumor shrinkage is a more meaningful clinical indicator for the luminal breast cancer 
subtype. We wanted to use a nomogram or formula to develop and implement a series of 
prediction models for pCR or tumor shrinkage size.
Patients and Methods: We developed a prediction model in a primary cohort consisting of 
498 patients with invasive breast cancer, and the data were gathered from July 2016 to 
September 2018. The endpoint was pCR and tumor shrinkage size. In the primary cohort, the 
HER2-positive cohort, and the triple-negative cohort, multivariate logistic regression analy-
sis was used to screen the significant clinical features and clinicopathological features to 
develop nomograms. In the luminal group, multivariate linear regression analysis was used to 
test the risk factors that affect tumor shrinkage size. The area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curve (AUC) and calibration curves were adopted to evaluate and analyze the 
discrimination and calibration ability of nomograms. Furthermore, we also performed inter-
nal validation and independent validation in the primary cohort.
Results: ER status, KI67 status, HER2 status, number of NAC cycles, and tumor size were 
independent predictive factors of pCR in the primary cohort. These indicators had good 
discrimination and calibration in the primary and validation cohorts (AUC: 0.873, 0.820). The 
nomogram for HER2-positive and triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) had an AUC of 0.820 
and 0.785, respectively. Both the HER2 positive and TNBC nomogram calibration curves 
indicated significant agreement. Moreover, the luminal subtype prediction model was 
Y (tumor shrinkage size) = −0.576 × (age at diagnosis) + 2.158 × (number of NAC cycles) + 
0.233 × (pre-NAC tumor size) + 51.662.
Conclusion: Utilizing this predictive model will enable us to identify patients at high 
probability for pCR after NAC. Clinicians can stratify these patients and make individualized 
and personalized recommendations for therapy.
Keywords: breast cancer, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, pathologic complete response, 
nomogram

Introduction
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) has become a standard treatment for locally 
advanced breast cancer. China recommended NAC for patients with a massive tumor 
volume, lymph node metastasis, HER2-positive breast cancer, or triple-negative breast 
cancer (TNBC).1 The primary clinical benefit of NAC, compared to adjuvant 
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chemotherapy, is the down-staging of a large tumor and an 
increased rate of breast-conserving surgery.2,3 Besides, lumi-
nal breast cancer has been considered resistant to chemother-
apy for a long time.4 NAC can observe the sensitivity of the 
luminal breast cancer and facilitate timely surgical treatment.

Pathological response data after NAC reflects tumor 
chemotherapy sensitivity.5 Some trials have suggested 
and further confirmed the relationship between chemother-
apy response and survival.6,7 Indeed, pathologic complete 
response (pCR) is associated with improved overall survi-
val and disease-free survival. Furthermore, several studies 
have demonstrated that morphological changes and the 
percentage of cancer drugs has certain connections with 
pCR.8,9 Trastuzumab and pertuzumab are humanized 
monoclonal antibodies targeting different epitopes of 
HER2. In HER2-positive subtypes, treatment with dual 
anti-HER2 blockade has significantly improved the pCR 
rate.10 Additionally, some studies reach the conclusion that 
the clinical tumor stage and clinical nodal stage were 
predictors of pCR in TNBC.11–13

On the other hand, previous studies of predictive fac-
tors of NAC for breast cancer suggested that the ability of 
a single factor to predict pCR was insufficient. In addition, 
we combined multiple potential efficacy-related elements 
to establish a nomogram, which may improve prediction 
accuracy. The nomogram, as a predictive model, can pre-
dict the probability of different events by intuitive graph.14

In our study, we retrospectively analyzed clinicopatho-
logical data of 498 breast cancer patients, who were all 
underwent NAC at the Harbin Medical University Cancer 
Hospital. We formulated a series of nomograms to accu-
rately predict pCR and the size of tumor shrinkage in 
breast cancer patients with different molecular subtypes 
who underwent NAC.

Patients and Methods
Patients
In this retrospective single-center study, we examined 847 
consecutive patients who underwent NAC for breast car-
cinoma at the Harbin Medical University Cancer Hospital 
between July 2016 and September 2018. Among them, 
498 patients were randomly selected as the primary cohort. 
Meanwhile, we adopted the bootstrap resampling method 
to extract 120 patients from primary cohorts for internal 
validation. An independent validation cohort of 200 con-
secutive patients was screened from 847 consecutive 
patients using the same criteria as that used for the primary 

cohort. Besides, we excluded 149 people based on the 
exclusion and inclusion criteria.

The clinicopathological inclusion criteria for the 
patients were as follows: (I) patients with preoperative 
pathology-proven unilateral breast carcinoma; (II) all 
patients received NAC; and (III) patients were 18 years 
or older, and women. The exclusion criteria were summar-
ized as follows: (I) distant metastasis identified on ultra-
sonography, CT or MRI; (II) combination with other 
malignant tumors; (III) no breast surgery undergone after 
complete NAC; (IV) history of cancer; (V) occult breast 
cancer; and (VI) incomplete clinicopathological data.

Evaluation of Pathologic
Two independent institutional pathologists made pathological 
response determinations according to the Miller-Payne grad-
ing system.15 We divided the pathological response into five 
levels based on the number of tumor cells between the pre- 
NAC fine-needle aspiration biopsy and the postoperative sur-
gical specimen. According to the most widely used definition, 
pCR was recognized as no evidence of residual invasive 
cancer both in breast and axilla. Additionally, we reviewed 
immunohistochemical (IHC) results for the estrogen receptor 
(ER), progesterone receptor (PR), KI67, and HER2 before 
NAC to assess molecular subtype classification. IHC results 
after NAC were not taken into consideration in the study 
because patients who reached pCR were undetectable by 
IHC. An ER and PR expression level of >1% by immunohis-
tochemical staining was considered positive. Moreover, we 
classified the level of KI67 expression as high or low, with 
a cut-off point of 14%.16 HER2 expression was determined by 
IHC and scored by the criteria of the American Society of 
Clinical Oncology (ASCO)/College of American Pathologist 
(CAP) guidelines.17 Tumors were further examined by fluor-
escence in situ hybridization (FISH) when HER2 scores were 
2+. If FISH detection was unable to determine the interval, the 
HER2 score was considered as an uncertain one. Based on the 
IHC results, tumors were categorized using the St. Gallen 
criteria as luminal A (ER/PR+, HER2−, and low KI67), 
luminal B (ER+, HER2−, and either high KI67 or PR−), 
HER2+ (ER− or ER+ and HER2+), or triple-negative (ER−, 
PR− and HER2−) subtypes.18

Observation Index
Our study recorded the following data: (I) general infor-
mation of the patients, such as sex, age, and menopausal 
status; (II) examination of findings including tumor size, 
clinical axillary lymph node status, and tumor shrinkage 
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mode; and (III) pre- and post-NAC pathological data, such 
as the pathological response and axillary lymph node 
status.

Tumor shrinkage size = (pre-NAC tumor size - post- 
NAC tumor size)/pre-NAC tumor size. Tumor size was the 
longest tumor diameter measured by ultrasound or MRI. 
All laboratory indexes, including hemoglobin count, neu-
trophil count, lymphocyte count, blood glucose, and blood 
lipid, were estimated before NAC.

This study was reviewed and approved by the Ethics 
Committee of the Harbin Medical University Cancer 
Hospital. All patients provided informed written consent.

Construction of the Nomogram
First, univariate logistic regression analysis was performed to 
evaluate the association between each clinical variable and 
pCR. The potential risk factors were entered into the multi-
variate logistic regression analysis (p<0.05). Furthermore, 
the nomogram was constructed based on both the clinical 
and statistical significance of the variables.

Validation and Calibration of the 
Nomogram
The external validation (n=200) and internal validation 
(n=120) of the model were adopted to examine and eval-
uate the performance of the nomogram in the primary 
cohort. The discrimination ability of the model for predict-
ing pCR was estimated by using the area under the recei-
ver operating characteristic curve (AUC). Meanwhile, the 
calibration of the model was assessed by using the cali-
bration curve.

Statistical Analysis
We described baseline data for patients in the pCR and 
non-pCR groups according to histopathologic findings and 
distinct clinical characteristics. Selected clinicopathologic 
and clinical feature parameters were presented as the mean 
(standard deviation) for continuous variables and number 
(percentage) for categorical variables and the differences 
between the two groups were tested using t statistics and 
chi-square test, respectively. In addition, for luminal sub-
groups, multivariate linear regression models were applied 
with stepwise regression to investigate which variables 
were significant predictors of the size of tumor shrinkage.

The logistic regression model was employed to calcu-
late the odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (95% 
CI). All statistical analyses were performed in R project 

3.5.3 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 
Vienna, Austria), the R package ‘rms’ was adopted to 
construct the nomograms. A two-sided P < 0.05 was 
regarded as statistically significant.

Results
Patient Characteristics
We included 498 patients in the analysis, 68 of whom 
(13.7%) achieved pCR. Table 1 and Supplement Table 
1summarizes demographic, treatment-related, and clinico-
pathologic characteristics. These tables indicate that the 
mean age was 49.20 ± 9.74 years in the pCR group and 
48.84 ± 9.56 years in the non-pCR group (P = 0.776). The 
menopausal age was 50.12 ± 3.98 years in the pCR group 
and 51.97 ± 3.88 years in the non-pCR group (P = 0.039). 
In terms of tumor size before NAC, most of the patients 
who achieved pCR had a tumor size of 2 ~ 5 cm (73.5%) 
(P = 0.017). Moreover, the group with a tumor size < 2 cm 
after NAC had the highest pCR rate (89.7%, P < 0.001).

There was a significant difference in the constituent ratio 
of pCR among different molecular subtypes (P < 0.001). The 
luminal A subtype had the lowest pCR rate (1.6%), and TNBC 
had the highest pCR rate (61.3%). In addition, there was 
a higher percentage of pCR in the HER2-positive subtype 
(33.9%) than in the luminal B subtype (3.2%) (Figure 1A). 
We also found a significant correlation between the pCR rate 
and expression levels of KI67 (P < 0.001). The highest pCR 
rate in the KI67 > 50% group was 41.2%, which was signifi-
cantly different from that of the KI67 ≤ 14% (8.8%) group. 
Moreover, 38.2% of patients in the group with KI67 between 
26% and 50% achieved pCR, which was better than patients 
with KI67 scores between 15% and 25% (11.8%) (Figure 1B).

Correlation analysis revealed that the number of NAC 
cycles also had significant relation to the pCR rate (P = 
0.005). The pathological complete response rate in < 4 
cycles, 4–6 cycles, and ≥ 6 cycles were 8.8%, 20.6%, and 
70.6%, respectively. Additionally, the incidence of pCR was 
different among various types of surgery (P = 0.011). The 
proportion of patients undergoing breast-conserving surgery 
was the highest in the pCR group (11.8% compared to only 
4.0% in the non-pCR group).

Multivariate Analysis of pCR
In the primary cohort, multivariate logistic regression ana-
lysis demonstrated that ER, KI67, HER2, tumor size (pre- 
NAC) and number of NAC cycles were independent 
predictive factors of pCR, and ORs (95% CIs) were 
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0.141 (0.062, 0.321), 1.773 (1.196, 2.630), 2.427 (1.389, 
4.239), 0.473 (0.243, 0.923) and 2.824 (1.387, 5.746) 
respectively (Table 2).

We have established a nomogram which accurately 
predicts the probability of pCR in the whole population. 
Then, we investigated whether the nomogram would pre-
dict pCR in the critical demographics (HER2-positive and 
TNBC subgroup) more reasonably and precisely. In 
HER2-positive breast cancer patients, multivariate logistic 
regression analysis indicates that ER, KI67, tumor size 
(pre-NAC), and the number of NAC cycles were asso-
ciated with pCR rates. It was shown that lower ER expres-
sion was associated with higher pCR rates (OR (95% CI), 
0.170 (0.043, 0.667)). High KI67 expression and more 
NAC cycles were also associated with higher pCR rates 
(OR (95% CI), 2.231 (1.126, 4.418), and 2.868 (1.079, 
8.390), respectively (Table 3).

In the TNBC group, patients with larger tumor size 
were less likely to achieve pCR than those with smaller 
tumors after NAC (OR: 0.144; 95% CI: 0.044, 0.479). 
TNBC patients with a high KI67 level more easily reached 
pCR (OR: 1.893; 95% CI: 1.182, 3.033). In addition, 
menopausal status (OR: 0.439; 95% CI: 0.185, 0.986) 
was an independent predictive factor of pCR (Table 4).

Construction and Validation of 
Nomograms
Firstly, our study used R software to construct the nomo-
gram according to the primary cohort regression model 
(Figure 2A), and the prediction model had an AUC of 

Table 1 Baseline Patient Characteristics

Non-pCR 
(n=430)

pCR (n=68) Pvalue

Demographic

Age, years 48.84 (9.56) 49.20 (9.74) 0.776

Age of menarche, years 14.66 (1.82) 14.81 (1.80) 0.536

Menopause age, years 51.79 (3.88) 50.12 (3.98) 0.039

Menopausal status, % 0.179

Yes 186 (44.0) 24 (35.3)

No 237 (56.0) 44 (64.7)

Clinicopathologic

Tumor size (pre-NAC), % 0.017

≤2cm 47 (10.9) 19.1 (13)

2cm–5cm 300 (69.8) 50 (73.5)

>5cm 83 (19.3) 5 (7.4)

Tumor size (post-NAC), % <0.001

≤2cm 275 (64.0) 61 (89.7)

2cm–5cm 138 (32.1) 6 (8.8)

>5cm 17 (4.0) 1 (1.5)

Axillary lymph node metastasis, 

%

0.288

Yes 369 (85.8) 55 (80.9)

No 61 (14.2) 13 (19.1)

ER, % <0.001

- 173 (40.2) 57 (83.8)

+ 257 (59.8) 11 (16.2)

PR, % <0.001

- 291 (50.9) 56 (82.4)

+ 211 (49.1) 12 (17.6)

HER2, % 0.023

- 288 (66.2) 26 (41.3)

+ 109 (25.1) 21 (33.3)

2+ 38 (8.7) 16 (25.4)

KI67, % <0.001

≤14% 129 (30.0) 6 (8.8)

15–25% 105 (24.4) 8 (11.8)

26–50% 119 (27.7) 26 (38.2)

>50% 77 (17.9) 28 (41.2)

Molecular subtype, % <0.001

HER2-positive 109 (27.4) 21 (33.9)

Luminal A 103 (25.9) 1 (1.6)

Luminal B 85 (21.3) 2 (3.2)

Triple-negative 101 (25.4) 38 (61.3)

Treatment-related

Targeted therapy, % 0.223

Yes 27 (6.3) 7 (10.3)

No 403 (93.7) 61 (89.7)

Operative method, % 0.011

Breast-conserving surgery 17 (4.0) 8 (11.8)

Simple mastectomy 57 (13.3) 12 (17.6)

Modified radical mastectomy 356 (82.8) 48 (70.6)

Tumor shrinkage model, % 0.069

Centripetal 378 (87.9) 67 (98.5)

Noncentripetal 28 (6.5) 1 (1.5)

Progress 15 (3.5) 0 (0.0)

(Continued)

Table 1 (Continued).  

Non-pCR 
(n=430)

pCR (n=68) Pvalue

Unscaled 9 (2.1) 0 (0.0)

Minimum percentage of cancer 

drugs, %

0.425

<75% 42 (9.8) 3 (4.4)

<85% 122 (28.4) 18 (26.5)

<95% 224 (52.1) 38 (55.9)

≥95% 42 (9.8) 9 (13.2)

NAC cycles, % 0.005

<4 31 (7.2) 6 (8.8)

4–6 178 (41.4) 14 (20.6)

≥6 221 (51.4) 48 (70.6)

Abbreviations: NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; pCR, pathologic complete 
response; ER, estrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor; HER2, human epi-
dermal growth factor receptor 2.
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0.873 (Figure 3A). The calibration curve of the nomogram 
revealed that the nomogram predictions are consistent with 
the actual pCR rate, indicating that the prediction accuracy 
of the nomogram of the prediction model is high (Figure 
4A). Similarly, good discriminative was observed in the 
internal validation cohort (AUC = 0.813) and an indepen-
dent validation cohort (AUC = 0.820) (data not shown).

Secondly, a HER2-positive model selection was con-
ducted with ER, KI67, tumor size (pre-NAC), number of 
NAC cycles, and target therapy situations (Figure 2B). 
Several variables had no significance in the multivariate 
analysis; however, they were contained in the nomogram 
according to the clinical application. The area under the 
ROC, receiver operating characteristic, was 0.820 
(Figure 3B). The calibration curve depicts predicted and 
observed probabilities of pCR in Figure 4B.

Finally, the creation and development of a TNBC 
nomogram is completed based on pathological risk factors 
and clinical factors, including tumor size, KI67, menopau-
sal status, tumor shrinkage model, and minimum percen-
tage of cancer drugs to predict the pCR rate of NAC 
(Figure 2C). On the other hand, there are still several 
variables that are not statistically significant in the 

multivariate analysis but have clinical significance. 
Figure 3C shows the ROC curve of the nomogram with 
an AUC of 0.785. Furthermore, the calibration curve indi-
cates excellent calibration capability (Figure 4C).

In the nomogram, each variable is assigned a point ranging 
from 0 to 100. The predicted probability of pCR is accessible 
in two steps: (I) draw a vertical line for each variable (KI67, 
ER, pre-NAC tumor size, HER2, NAC cycles) to the axis 
termed ‘Points’ at the top of the figure. The points assigned for 
the value of each variable can be read where the vertical line 
crosses the “Points” axis. (II) Add the five-point scores deter-
mined at step 1 and find the sum score on the axis termed 
“Total Points.” Determine the predicted value of pCR by 
drawing a vertical line from the sum score on the “Total 
Points” axis down to the axis termed “Predicted Value.” The 
estimated probability of achieving pCR is readable where the 
vertical line crosses with the “Predicted Value” axis.

Prediction of Tumor Shrinkage Size in the 
Luminal Subgroup
Multivariate linear regression was adopted to screen factors 
of risks and treating tumor shrinkage size and the various 

Figure 1 pCR and non-pCR parameters changes of molecular subtypes, and KI67. 
Notes: (A) pCR and non-pCR rate of luminal A, luminal B, HER2 positive, and triple-negative groups. The pCR rate in the HER2 positive and triple-negative groups was 
significantly higher than in the luminal A and luminal B groups (P < 0.001). (B) pCR and non-pCR rate of KI67 in ≤ 14%, 15% ~ 25%, 26% ~ 50%, and > 50% groups. Highly 
expressed KI67 has a higher pCR rate (P < 0.001). 
Abbreviations: pCR, pathologic complete response; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.

Table 2 Multivariate Logistic Regression Model of Pathologic Complete Response

Index Primary Cohort Validation Cohort

B SE P-value OR (95% CI) B SE P-value OR (95% CI)

ER −1.957 0.419 <0.001 0.141 (0.062–0.321) −1.292 0.535 0.016 0.275 (0.096–0.784)

KI67 0.573 0.201 0.004 1.773 (1.196–2.630) 0.787 0.311 0.011 2.197 (1.194–4.040)

HER2 0.886 0.285 0.002 2.427 (1.389–4.239) 1.001 0.457 0.029 2.720 (1.111–6.661)
Tumor size (pre-NAC) −0.748 0.341 0.028 0.473 (0.243–0.923) −0.991 0.459 0.031 0.371 (0.151–0.914)

Number of NAC cycles 1.038 0.363 0.004 2.824 (1.387–5.746) 0.345 0.459 0.452 1.412 (0.574–3.474)

Constant term −5.383 1.395 <0.001 −2.917 2.012 0.147

Abbreviations: NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; SE, 
standard error.
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clinical features as dependent variables and independent 
variables respectively. The stepwise regression results 
demonstrated that age at diagnosis, number of NAC cycles, 
and pre-NAC tumor size were independent factors of risks 
for tumor shrinkage size in the luminal subgroup (Table 5). 
Meanwhile, this model indicated that age at diagnosis was 
inversely associated with tumor shrinkage size (P=0.001), 
while pre-NAC tumor size and the number of NAC cycles 
were positively related to tumor shrinkage size (P = 0.021 
and 0.038 respectively). The prediction model were 
Y(tumor shrinkage size) = −0.576× (age at diagnosis) +2.158 × 
(number of NAC cycles) + 0.233 × (pre-NAC tumor size) + 51.662. 
Besides, we randomly selected 90 samples in the luminal 
subgroup for internal verification. As is shown in Table 5, 
all the above variables were statistically significant.

Discussion
A diagnostic nomogram has completed development and 
validation for individualized preoperative prediction of 
pCR in breast cancer patients with NAC. The nomogram 
incorporates five items: ER status, KI67 status, HER2 
status, pre-NAC tumor size, and NAC cycle number. In 
addition, incorporating the clinicopathological signature 
and clinical risk factors into an easy-to-use nomogram 
facilitates individualized preoperative prediction of pCR.

In our study, on the basis of univariate and multivariate 
logistic analyses, ER status and tumor size were screened as 

the independent prognostic predictors, consistent with pre-
vious reports on the prediction model for NCA response.19 

Hormone-receptor-positive breast cancers exhibit a better 
prognosis than HER2-positive breast cancer or TNBC. 
Conversely, HER2-positive breast cancer and TNBC have 
a better therapeutic response to chemotherapy. Nevertheless, 
only a few studies have assessed the oncologic results of 
NAC in locally advanced hormone receptor-negative breast 
cancer.20,21 These results indicate that cases with pCR 
(83.8%) were nearly two times as high as non-pCR cases 
(40.2%) in the ER-negative group (P < 0.001). Park et al 
revealed that ER-negative status should be considered 
a prognostic factor of tailored NAC according to the status 
of molecular subtypes in breast cancer, which is also consis-
tent with the result.22 Furthermore, patients were again sub-
jected to a fine needle aspiration biopsy and pathological 
evaluation when the tumor shrank to a certain extent and no 
longer continued to shrink with NAC. Moreover, surgical 
treatment can be considered for luminal subtype breast can-
cer with no tumor cells or tumor cells deficient in prolifera-
tion activity.

In a previous study, tumor size and node status were 
not important and significant factors influencing the NAC 
regimen.23 Nevertheless, node status and tumor size are 
important and crucial indicators of pCR and survival out-
come in patients with ER-positive breast cancer, HER2- 
positive breast cancer, and TNBC.24–26 In consequence, 

Table 3 Multivariate Logistic Regression Model of Pathologic Complete Response in HER2-Positive Subtype

Index B SE P-value OR (95% CI)

Tumor size (pre-NAC) −0.922 0.527 0.080 0.398 (0.142–1.117)
KI67 0.802 0.349 0.021 2.231 (1.126–4.418)

ER −1.773 0.698 0.011 0.170 (0.043–0.667)

Number of NAC cycles 1.054 0.548 0.043 2.868 (1.079–8.390)
Target therapy (TmAb) 0.831 0.601 0.166 2.297 (0.708–7.452)

Constant term −4.346 1.917 0.023

Abbreviations: NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; ER, estrogen receptor; TmAb, trastuzumab; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; SE, standard error.

Table 4 Multivariate Logistic Regression Model of Pathologic Complete Response in Triple-Negative Subtype

Index B SE P-value OR (95% CI)

Tumor size (post-NAC) −1.936 0.612 0.002 0.144 (0.044–0.479)
Tumor shrinkage model 0.572 0.525 0.276 1.772 (0.633–4.963)

KI67 0.638 0.240 0.008 1.893 (1.182–3.033)

Minimum percentage of cancer drugs 0.425 0.245 0.083 1.529 (0.946–2.471)
Menopausal status −0.824 0.441 0.045 0.439 (0.185–0.986)

Constant term −2.577 2.520 0.306

Abbreviations: NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; ER, estrogen receptor; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; SE, standard error.
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Figure 2 Nomogram to predict the probability of pathologic complete response in the primary cohort, HER2 positive group, and triple-negative group. 
Notes: (A) The nomogram was developed in the primary cohort, with the KI67 status, pre-NAC tumor size, HER2 status, ER status, and NAC cycles. Nomogram to 
predict the probability of pCR in the primary cohort. (B) The nomogram was developed in the HER2 positive group, with the KI67 status, pre-NAC tumor size, target 
therapy, ER status, and NAC cycles. Nomogram to predict the probability of pCR in the HER2 positive group. (C) The nomogram was developed in the triple-negative group, 
with the KI67 status, post-NAC tumor size, tumor shrinkage model, menopausal status, and minimum percentage of cancer drugs. Nomogram to predict the probability of 
pCR in the triple-negative group. 
Abbreviations: NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; pCR, pathologic complete response; ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; TmAb, 
trastuzumab; MD, minimum percentage of cancer drugs; PD, progressive disease; CS, centripetal shrinkage; SD, stable disease.
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we included the tumor size and node status in the analysis. 
The tumor size between the pCR and non-pCR groups 
were significantly different. Our results suggest that 
a higher pCR was easier to obtain in the 2–5 cm group. 

Besides, when we evaluated pre- and post-NAC tumor size 
to predict pCR in TNBC patients, logistic regression ana-
lysis identified post-NAC tumor size as an optimal pre-
dictor. In fact, higher chemosensitivity in TNBC might 

Figure 3 The ROC curve of the primary cohort, HER2 positive group, and triple-negative group. 
Notes: (A) The ROC curve with an AUC of 0.873 to demonstrate the discriminatory ability of the nomogram in predicting the pCR of NAC in the primary cohort. (B) The 
ROC curve with an AUC of 0.820 to demonstrate the discriminatory ability of the nomogram in predicting the pCR of NAC in the HER2 positive group. (C) The ROC curve 
with an AUC of 0.785 to demonstrate the discriminatory ability of the nomogram in predicting the pCR of NAC in the triple-negative group. 
Abbreviations: ROC, receiver operating characteristic; AUC, area under the curve; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.

Figure 4 Calibration curve of observed and predicted probabilities in the primary cohort, HER2 positive, and triple-negative groups. 
Notes: (A) Calibration curve of observed and predicted probabilities in the primary cohort. The x-axis is the predicted probabilities measured by the final logistic 
regression model, and the y-axis is the actual probabilities. (B) Calibration curve of observed and predicted probabilities in the HER2 positive group. (C) Calibration curve of 
observed and predicted probabilities in the triple-negative group. 
Abbreviations: pCR, pathologic complete response; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.

Table 5 Multivariate Linear Regression Model of Tumor Shrinkage Size in Luminal Subtype

Index β B Standardization SE T-value P-value β (95% CI)

Lower Limit Upper Limit

Training cohort
Age at diagnosis −0.576 −0.229 0.175 −3.288 <0.001 −0.921 −0.230

Number of NAC cycles 2.158 0.152 1.033 2.088 0.001 0.119 4.196

pre-NAC tumor size 0.233 0.167 0.100 2.337 0.038 0.036 0.430
Constant term 51.662 0.021

Validation cohort
Age at diagnosis −0.570 −0.238 0.235 −2.429 0.017 −1.037 −0.104

Number of NAC cycles 3.092 0.223 1.407 2.197 0.031 0.295 5.888

pre-NAC tumor size 0.251 0.214 0.115 2.178 0.032 0.022 0.480
Constant term 46.615 0.005

Abbreviations: NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; CI, confidence interval; SE, standard error.
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explain this phenomenon. In consequence, we included the 
indicator of pre-NAC tumor size in the TNBC nomogram. 
What is more, we can adopt the TNBC nomogram in post- 
NAC that gives more opportunity to evaluate the tumor. 
However, there was no statistical significance in node 
status between pCR and non-pCR groups in the study 
(axillary lymph node: P = 0.288; supraclavicular lymph 
node: P = 0.615; subclavian lymph node: P = 0.561).

In addition, we included NAC cycles and KI67 to 
improve the predictive accuracy of the nomogram, 
whereas previous models have ignored the predictive 
value of them for estimation pCR.19 We also observed 
that NAC with more than six cycles increases pCR rates 
by more than 40% (P = 0.005). A previous study has also 
demonstrated a positive correlation between the number of 
NAC cycles and pCR rates.27 In addition, some studies 
indicate that KI67 predicts pCR in breast cancer, while our 
analysis also supports these findings in these cohorts.12 

Moreover, morphological assessment reflects the early 
response of the tumor to NAC and can guide subsequent 
NAC to have better patient outcomes.28 Morphological 
changes in cancer during NAC estimated by ultrasonogra-
phy or MRI constitute a good predictor of pCR.29 Some 
studies also illustrate that menopausal status and minimum 
percentage of cancer drugs have certain relations to the 
therapeutic effect.30–32 We put these factors together in 
TNBC nomogram to improve the model’s ability. Note 
that target therapy, tumor size, etc. did not show sufficient 
predictive strength based on multivariate association with 
pCR in the HER2-positive and triple-negative subgroup. 
Nevertheless, the rejection of essential predictors may be 
a result of nuances in the dataset or confounding by other 
predictors; therefore, the non-significant statistical associa-
tion with pCR does not definitively imply that these fac-
tors are unimportant. Furthermore, existing studies have 
shown that targeted therapy, tumor size, etc. could serve as 
an essential marker for pCR in patients with NAC.23,33 In 
consequence, these indicators could be recognized as can-
didate factors during the process of model development.

Previous studies suggested that the neutrophil to lym-
phocyte ratio (NLR) as a predictor of pCR and DFS in 
breast cancer,13,34 while our analysis failed to support this 
finding in this cohort (Supplement Table 1). The difference 
in sample size and population may lead to this phenom-
enon. Moreover, we observed that lower body weight and 
lower BMI were associated with improved pCR, which 
shared similarities to the results of a previous survey 
(Supplement Table 1).35 Since the above factors were not 

the observation indicators we focus on, these indicators do 
not include prediction models.

Besides, we observed that the HER2-positive subgroup 
and the TNBC subgroup had lower AUC values than the 
primary cohort, even though the predictive value of the HER2- 
positive nomogram and the TNBC nomogram was improved 
compared to the primary cohort. After a specific analysis of the 
four subgroups, the conclusion was that this phenomenon may 
be caused by the higher Luminal ratio and the sample size 
limitation of the HER2 and TNBC subgroups. Further analysis 
of the luminal subgroup indicated that our medical center 
determines 1% as the cut-off value of ER/PR. Previous studies 
have demonstrated that the Luminal subtype has a higher 
proportion in the People’s Republic of China (Luminal 
A:42.4% ~ 68.3%, Luminal B:25.6% ~ 74.6%).36,37 

Meanwhile, the People’s Republic of China has included 
luminal breast cancer with large tumors size and positive 
lymph nodes into the indications of NAC. Further analysis 
of the luminal subgroup showed that 90% of patients in this 
group had larger primary tumors size (2–5cm: 74.3% (142); 
>5cm: 15.7% (30)) and 88.5% (169) were lymph node- 
positive. In consequence, as mentioned above, the reasons 
may result in higher luminal subgroup proportions in the 
primary cohort, and the predictive power of the model con-
structed specifically for HER2 positive and TNBC is not 
significantly improved compared with the primary cohort.

In short, we used very simple, easily available, inex-
pensive, and objective factors to construct nomograms. 
Despite promising findings, this study has several limita-
tions and shortcomings. First, the study design was retro-
spective, and the sample size was small. As a result, 
selection bias was unavoidable, and we will perform 
further multi-institutional studies with larger sample sizes 
in the future to tackle this problem. Second, we could not 
assess this nomogram in terms of survival outcomes 
because of the short duration of follow-up in patients in 
the primary cohort. This situation is due to NAC regimens 
changes in recent years, and there are insufficient events to 
analyze survival outcomes based on predicted probabilities 
obtained from nomograms. Finally, although we used the 
bootstrap method to validate this model internally and 
independently validate it in another queue, we did not 
have independent cohorts other than the Harbin Medical 
University Cancer Hospital to verify the nomogram.

Conclusion
We have developed and validated a universally applicable 
nomogram to predict and assess the probability of 
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achieving pCR in patients with invasive breast cancer after 
receiving NAC. This user-friendly tool could enable 
oncologists to predict pCR for individual patients after 
NAC more accurately and identify high-risk patients in 
need of a specific therapeutic scheme. Moreover, we 
further constructed nomograms of critical subtypes 
(HER2 positive subgroups and TNBC subgroups), as 
well as prediction formulas for luminal subgroups. 
Nevertheless, more data and validation studies are neces-
sary in the future to further improve this model and pro-
vide more accurate guidance for clinical treatment.
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